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There le a demand, by coiercle1 interests, for information regarding 

the effects of high concentrations of soluble salts in boiler water on 

boiler efficiency and temperature drop fron heating surface to boiler 

water. In order that this information be obtained, a resereh program, deal- 

ing with the problem, has been initiated at Oregon 3tate College under the 

supervision of R. E. Summers. Several years may be required to complete the 

program, Ps much time is necessary to build special equipment and to make 

necessary tost.. 

It has ben the privilege of the writer to carry on that research work 

during this school year, and the purpose of this paper is to present the 

Mork he has done on the problem, to point out th more important findings, 

tnd to make suggestions for further research, 

The doternination of tømperiture drop from heating surface to boiler 

Nater as a function of solution concentr.tion Na8 the goal of this year's 

Nork1 The only salt solutions examined .iere those made with sodium sulfata. 

Concentrations ranged frani distilled iater to 120,000 parts per million 

sodi.uiii sulfate. Vork aas of a pioneering nature Ln an unexplored field 

and provisions 3OO not made for extremely accurate measurements, prior 
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to a deteriu.tntìon of os g.n.ral approx.iationa. It ha boon hoped that 

or or 1ss g.n.r1 knos1.d- could b. obtaind and that thi reu1ts 
thrsof wou1 furni&i a basis for crs accarate and more dsfinits work 

to be carried on later. :any diffioulti.s were encountered, ho,.ver, M 

even general accuracy of reoults has not boon dofinitily etabllshed. 

fluch labor hai gone to a pr.liainary investigution of asthods. 

Tentative rssults of investigation, of Na2304 concentrations ares 

(i) An indicated "critical point" probably oaued by chnge in 

the forni of Ma2504 occurring at about 14R pounds guge presra, in 

boilers. 

(2) The apparent finding thai for pressures bslov 148 pound. 

gage, concentrations of *2O4 investigated have litti. effect, while 
at pressLIrss greater than 148 pound. gage they ay have pronot&no.d effect 

on tenpsrature drop from heating aurfrtoe to boiler-water solution. 

For pressurca ubove 148 pounds gage, concentrations grater than 

approximately 25,000 parte per million (depending on surfaos conditions) 

have appeared to cause an Increase in tsp.ruturs diff.renti*.l thus 

ooicentrations less than that huye appeared to cause sven a decrease 

in teipirature drop. 

hen this research is continued, or in correlating it with other 

related studies, two major problsi should be s.rioi&y weighed before more 

data are obtained. First, major difficulties thus far hure been with tenper- 

ature Blasuring apparatus. An tccurate and reliable neens of measuring 

tesperaturs drop frou heating surface to boiler water should b. divisid and 

proven. 3econd, the condition of hetting surface apparently has u large 
effect on results obtainsd. ; method of conditioning caid grading heating 

surface should be established nnd coordinated with the temperature aea.uring 
sean. employed. 
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IATURE DROP FROM JATING SURFACE TO BOILER VATER 
AS A FTJNCTION OF CONCEW2RATION 

OF SOD ItTh SULFATE 

TION 

Considerable interest and controversy have arisen 

within the past few years ooncerning effects of high con- 

centratlons of soluble salts in boiler water on boiler 

efficiency and temperature drop from heating surface to 

boiler water. Opinions concerning the subject are very 

much in disagreement and experir.ental data which might 

provide an answer are lacking. Sorne persons, among them 

Professor W. L. Badger of the University of Michigan, 

contend that soluble salt co:centration has negligible 

effect on temperature drop from heating surface to solu- 

tion (1) while others believe that an Increase in boiler- 

water concentration causes an increased temperature drop. 

This latter group includes many operators of steam-boiler 

equipment who resort to extensive blow down to prevent 

possibility of burning out boiler water-tubes. Delays 

and damage due to failure of water tubes are costly but 

excessive low down is also uneconomical. The true facts 

concerning this subject of dispute should be known, as 

safety and economy of operation could probably be greatly 

improved if "guessing" were eliminated from boiler-water 

control. 

It may seem strange at first thought that this problem 

has not already been thoroughly investigated, inasmuch as 
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steam boilers have been in use for many years. Effects 

due to solution concentration have, however not been as 

important in the past as they now are and they were not 

always apparent as at present, with boilers now being 

operated at higher pressures and greater loads than ever 

before (2). It is important that engineer. know the temper- 

ature at which boiler metal will operate as in ny 

cases the metal must work ìt a stress near its maximum 

tensile strength for the temperature encountered. 

R. E. Summers, issistant Professor of echanical 

Engineering at Oregon State College, has for several years 

been interested in the action of solution concentration on 

boiler performance for he has faind through contacts with 

operators of railway and power plant equipment that there 

is a demand for information concerning safe concentrations 

in boilers and that more knowledge is desired concerning the 

relation of boiler efficiency to soluble salt caneen- 

tration. Because of his interest in the problem, Icr. Summers 

has encouraged and aided experiment and investigation 

at Oregon State College which might provide additional 

information on the subject, and under his supervision, 

a research program has been initiated which should ulti- 

mately answer existing questions. 

Several years of research and study may be necessary 

before a complete knowledge of the problem can be obtained. 

it is necessary to investigate numerous concentrations of 



soluble salts and combinations of soluble salts. Also 

the action of various types and positions of heating sur- 

face must be studied, as well as the influence of various 
rates of heat flow from the heating surface to the solution. 
All of these effects must be determined for a wide range 
of boiler pressures. The magnitude of the problem becomes 

apparent when the numeris oossible ooLbinations of vri- 
able factors are considered, and particularly so when it 
is realized that much new euipment must be constructed 
in order that the necessary tests can be carried on. 

Last year Lavrence Hall, Graduate Student in ?chanical 
Engineering at Oregon State College, worked on the problem 

through making a theoretical study of the variation of 
viscosity of boiler salines with concentration (3). The 

results of his work indicated that boiler efficiency should 

decrease vith an increase in concentration of dissolved 
solids but the experimenter did not have sufficient special 
equipment available, at the time, to check results of his 
work with actual experimental data. He succeeded in build- 
ing a falling-sphere high-temperature viscosimeter, however, 

with which relative kinematic viscosities of boiler-water 
solutions were measured uxider various conditions of temper- 

ature and pressure. 

Under the direction of Professor iumnlers, there were 

also worked out detailed plans for an experimental boiler 
with which actual measurements of boiler efficiency could 
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be made. One major transcontinental railway company was 

sufficiently interested in the problem to build the experi- 

mental boiler for the use of the College (3) but was 

prevented from doing so by regulations of the Interstate 

Commerce Commission. However a much modified "model boiler", 

of smaller design, was built by commercial interests during 

the Spring of 1936. That apparatus is now at Oregon State 

College in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 

In September 1936, C. H. Thisler, a Graduate Student, 

began work with the equipment. The first problem confronting 

Mr. his1er was that of installing heaters and test instru- 

ments in the boiler and otherwise PrePiiring it for operation. 

This problem proved to be rather difficult as commercial 

equipment of the type desired was not available and much 

construction work had to be done in the laboratory. After 

several failures were exDerienceu while attempt was being 

made to build a water heater of the type desired, efforts 

were discontinued and a commercial immersion heater was 

used temporarily in order that some trial runs might be 

made with solutions of certain salts. 

Two preliminary tests and tvio regulr tests had been 

completed by December 10, 1936, at which time Mr. his1er 

withdrew from school to reenter commercial work and could 

no longer continue with the research. At that time the 

present writer replaced him and has carried on the 

research work to the present date. 



2rogress has been slow as much experimenting and 

construction work w:s done in an effort to get best results 

from the euipment. I'1uch traible was experienced with heat- 

ers and with temperature asuring devices and a large por- 

tion of the available time was devoted to eliminating these 

troulLes. Son results were obtained, however, and the 

preliminary investigations completed should prove valuable 

as further work is don: in this field. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present the work 

done on the roblem by the present writer and to point 

out the moro important findings made by him, and to make 

suggestions for further research. 
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CH.PThR 1 

TIlE PROBLEM 

1. brief outline of boiler-wter troubles will be 

presented in order that there i;iay be established a relation 

of the problem under consideration to the other roblems 

in the field. No specific boiler ill is entirely independent 

of others, as treatments for one difficulty usually produce 

quite definite effects on the remaining ones. 

Boiler water difficulties (4) may be classified into 

the following five groups: 

(1) Incrustation; the deposition of scale, sludge, 

or sediment. 

(2) Foaming arid priming; excessive carryover of 

moisture in steam. 

(3) Corrosion; rusting or pitting of metal. 

(4) Einbrittlement; metal cracking and failure. 

(5) Excessive blow down. 

The first four of the boiler troubles named foregoing 

have received considerable study and may be quite satis- 

factorily controlled by practical treatments developed in 

recent years. Excessive blow down, the fifth boiler ill 

mentioned, has not received as much careful study and blow 

down schedules h've been devised either for control of 

foaming and priming, a a rough safLty precaution against 

burning out of water-tubes, or from habit, with little 

consideration of the best possible economic balance of 
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costs. This unfortunate condition has necessarily existed 

in many places because information is not available on 

which to set up an optimum schedule of blow down. The amount 

of blow dovm required for water-tube protection is not 

known for boiler water solutions encountered in present 

industry and, if known, would represent only a limit to which 

blow down must bc carried for safety. .3iiliarly, the amount 

of blow down necessary for control of foaming and priming 

and sludge deposition would be another lower limit of 

regulation. 

It has been reported (3) in several instances that 

an increase in the amount of blow down has caused a corre- 

sponding increase in boiler efficiency. If such is the 

case an optimum blow down schedule could be devised vith 

an economic balance between efficiency giin from increased 

blow down and losses due to loss of boiler water, los of 

heat with boiler water, and probable loss of boiler-water 

treating chemicals or alkalinity. i.nd, as mentioned previ- 

ously, liiiting f:ctors would be: minimum blow down for 

control of foaming and priming; tendency tovard sludge 

deposition; and the requirements of boiler-metal protection. 

Heat exchangers are now someti:es used to considerably 

reduce heat losses with boiler '.ater. To work out an ideal 

schedule requires a rather exact knowledge of the rute of 

increase of boiler efficiency with rate of change ol' 

concentration and comoosition of solution nd a knowledge 



of the limiting solution concentration a1lowtble for control 

of any boiler-water problem. 

At the present time very little that is practical is 
known regarding the rate of change of boiler efficiency 

with chnge in concntr.ition and composition of boiler 

water and, as has been oreviously stated, probably less is 

known of the li:iting allowable concentrations for boiler- 

ntal safety. These two rob1erns are very closely related, 
however, as will be seen from the following considerations. 

Let b represent the temperature of the met:l boiler heating 

surface and let ¶1 denote the boiler water temperature. 

Then (Tb-Ts) will be the temperature drop from heating 

surface to boiler water which will determine direotly the 

temperature at which the boiler tubes must operate. 2his, 

(b-TS), may be chiefly a function of solution concentration 

and solution comDosition, but it may also be influenced by 

shape and position of heating surface and by boiler pressure, 

as well as by rate of heat flow to boiler water. 

The temperature difference (Tb-TS) is also a control- 

ling factor in the efficiency problem. If the Newton equation 

H K(Tb-'rS)A is assumed to represent the heat flow from 

heating surface to solution where: 

H is total heat flow per urJt time, 

K is coefficient of heat transfer for conditions 

existing, and 

A is area through which heat is being transmitted, 



then the factor T (heating surface temperature) must be of 

prime importance. heat energy is arriving at the heating 

surface continually in the form of sensible heat of furnace 

gases, or by radiation, and, the smaller the amount of heat 

being absorbed by the boiler the higher will be the teLi2er- 

ature of the gases leaving the boiler. 1his change in 

sensible heat in the stack gases causes changes in boiler 

efficiency and general observations have shown that an 

increase in flue gas temperature of 40 Fahren:eit degrees 

is equivalent to a loss in boiler efficiency of approximately 

1 per cent, due to boiler tubes not absorbing heat from the 

furnace gases. 

If a boiler-water concentration is reached which causes 

a decrease in the flo.. of heat through the heating surface 

lt is apparent that some form of heat insulating layer may 

exist at the surface of the heating wall, on the water 

side. It is also apparent that this condition would cause 

an increase in the temperature, rb, of the heating surface 

metal and of the stack gases, and that an increase in Tb 

and (Tb-TS) can be associated with a loss in boiler 

efficiency. s Tb has also a liJ.ting value for boiler-tube 

safety it is seen that the problems of hiating-surface 

protection and boiler efficiency are inter-related and that 

a remedy for one vou1d be, eua11y, a remedy for the other. 

It should be realized that this is not a problem in 

conventlial heat transfer and that the factor K (coef- 
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ficient of heat transfer for conditions existing) of the 

foregoing heat transfer equation might probably vary 

considerably with changes in solution concentration, press- 

ure, etc. Its changes must be considered, as well as changes 

in the factor for a coilete knowledge of the effect 

of solution concentration upon boiler efficiency. 

As research work on a certain oroblem progresses it 

is necessary to build up data and results step by step. 

Success depends very largely on selecting phases of the 

work for study in their proper sequences in order that 

advancement may continue with the smallest possible amount 

of trouble and interruption. The goal of this reearch work, 

at the present, is the determination of the tcmperature 

difference factor (;-T) for varying concentrations and 

compositions of boiler water under different conditions of 

pressure and heating surface. This factor is considered 

basic and the most important element of the problem under 

consideration and when its behavior is fully determined the 

controversy of concentration of non-scale-forming matter 

in boiler water will have been advanced a long way toward 

settlement. The next step in the research program will 

then logically be a uantitative study of variation in 

boiler efficiency due to changes in boiler-water concentra- 

tion. 



CHAPTER 2 

PPARAUS 

Model Boiler 

11 

The major piece of apparatus used in making this 

experimental study was the model boiler constructed for 

use of the school by outside commercial interests. Out- 

standing features of the boiler are shown in the general 

assembly drawing, Figure 1, and by the photographs, Figures 

2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the boiler and apparatus assembled 

for operation with the exception of the front oven door 

and front boiler insulating cover. These have been reuoved 

to show inner construction. In Figure 3 the apoaratus is 

shown completely assembled and ready for a test run. 

It may be seen that the model boiler consists of a 

heat insulated cylinderical pressure vessel horizontally 

placed inside of a well insulated oven. Sample boiler-water 

solutions placed within the pressure vessel are heated 

during tests by electric immersion heaters of one kilowatt 

capacity. Five 500-watt electric strip heaters are used to 

add heat to oven air, the temperature of which is measured 

by two O to 600 degree F. mercury-in-glass thermometers. One 

thermometer is placed near the top and the other near the 

bottom of the oven in order that an average temperature 

reading be obtained. A fan and motor (shown in Figure 2) 

are used to circulate oven air. The tenmerature variation 
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Figure 3 
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of that air, from top to bottom of oven, is usually less 

than 5 Fahrenheit degrees. The oven itself has outside 

dimensions of 30 inches by 36 inches by 36 inches and is of 

welded construction. The walls are ui1t of 3/32-inch steel 

sheets spaced 3 inches apart and filled between with asbestos 

insulating filler. The pressure vessel within the oven has 

an inside length of 18 inches and an approximate inside 

diameter of 8 inches. s is shown In Figure 1, it has a 

removable head on each end, each head being held in place 

by eight 3/4-inch bolts. The rear removable head has been 

drilled and tapped in three places to receive 1/2-inch pipe 

fittings but thus far these openings îave not been used and 

are fitted with plugs. The front head has provisions at two 

points for 1/2-inch pipe fittings and at one point for a 

2-1/2-inch fitting. It is by means of the 2-1/2-inch pipe 

tap that immersion heaters are installed, and one of the 

1/2-inch pipe size openings on the front has been used for 

mounting a chromel-alumel thermocouple in the boiler in 

order that solution temperature may be determined. The 

vessel was designed for a maxi.xm operating gage pressure 

of 400 pounds per souare inch but it has not been used at 

pressures that high to date. Surrounding the pressure 

vessel is a two inch thickness of asbestos insulation. iwo 

pipes are welded into the top of the vessel. One, an extra 

heavy 1/4-inch pipe, leads to the pressure gage; the second, 

an extra heavy 1-inch pipe, leads to a condenser which may 
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be used to load the boiler. Condensate from the condenser 

returns by gravity. 

Boiler-Water Heaters 

The electric immersion heater used in the boiler water 

naist provide the heating surface from which the factor, 

temperature drop from heating surface to solution, is 

determined. It is necessary, therefore, that the shape, 

condition, and material of the heater surface, and the rate 

of flow of heat through that surface, be taken into account 

in evaluating results of the test. By using a variable 

resistance in series with the heater it is possible to 

control the rate of heat flow through the surface from zero 

to a maximum value dependent upon heater capacity. In order 

to study surface effects, and in an effort to obtain best 

test results, the following described different heaters 

were used: 

Heater No. i - Standard General Electric immersion 

heater of the hairpin type; copper surface. 

Capacity i kilowatt. 

active heating surface 16.6 square inches approx. 

Type of surface, circular cross-section copper 

tube, outside diameter 11/32 inch. 

Heater No. 2 - Heater constructed in college laboratory, 

cat-tail type, steel surface. 

Capacity 1 kilowatt 
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Active heating surface 33 scuare inches. 

Type of surface, circular cross-section steel 

tube, 1 inch outside diameter. 

Heater No. 3 - Heater built by Great Northern Railway 

Company, cat-tail type, steel surface. 

Capacity 1 kilowatt. 

Active heating surface 27 square inches approx. 

Type of surface, elliptical steel tube, ellipse 

1/2 inch by 7/8 inch. 

heater No. 4 - Heater constructed in college laboratory, 

cat-tail type, steel surface. 

Capacity 1 kilowatt 

Active heating surface 39 square inches approx. 

Type of surface, circular cross-section, steel 

tube, 1 inch aitside diameter. 

More detailed information on heaters and heater construction 

will be found in Appendix A. 

TemDerature Leasuring Devices for Heaters and Solutions 

All heaters were equipped with thermocouples for 

measuring surface temperature, and heaters 1, 2, and 3 were 

also provided with a second thermocouple placed in the 

boiler solution approximately one inch from the heating 

surface, These second thermocouples were connected differ- 

entially with the first and provided means for ieasuring 

temperature difference between heating surface and solution. 
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The solution thermocouples were sìie1ded so that radiated 
enerr from the heater could not affect their readings. 
Heater i'O. i was equipped with copper-nickel thermocouples 
while heaters 2 and 3 were fitted with nickel-steel theriao- 
couples. Heater No. 4 had, for measuring surface temperature, 
a ohromel-alumel thermocouple welded into its surface. The 

leads of this thermocouple were placed inside of the heater 
tube rather than in the solution in order that possible 
electrical leakage between leads could not occur. ,hen 
heater No. 4 was used the temperature of the boiler-water 
solution was measured by a chroniel-alumel thermocouple 
inserted in the boiler independent of the heater (for 
additional information on the construction and calibration 
of these thermocouples refer to .ppendix B). 

Miscellaneous Other Ecuioment 

Other iLiportant equipment used reguLirly was as 
follows: 

Bristol recording pressure gage; 

Range O to 500 pounds per square i:oh gage. 

Smallest division of reading 5 pounds. 

Bourdon test gage; 

Range O to 250 pounds per square inch gage. 

Smallest division of reading 1 pound. 

Laboratory wattmeter and variable resistance; used 

for controlling power input to immersion heater. 
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Direct reading potentiometer (5); for measuring 

electromotive force of thermocouples. 

Special surface gage; for measuring licuid level in 

boiler. 

The special surface gage, mentioned in the foregoing 

paragraph, was constructed to make possible checking of 

the quantity of solution in the boiler without removing 

that solution. It consisted of a pointed brass rod connected 

in series with two common dry cells, a millivoltmeter, a 

postoffice-type resistance box, and the boiler. Contact 

between the point of the rod and the solution surface 

closed the electrical circuit allowing a small current 

to flow and causing the inillivoltineter to indicate a 

potential drop across its terminals. The brass rod was 

placed inside of a small rubber tube so that it would not 

make contact with metal when b: ing lowered through the 

condenser tube in which it was used. The rod was calibrated 

and marked so that a fixed distance from the top of the 

condenser tubc to the solution surface could be used to 

indicate a proper level (corresponding to ten liters of 

solution). The variable resistance was necessary in the 

circuit to balance unlike resistances of different 

solutions in order that millivoltmeter readings would be 

on scale. 
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CHAPTER 3 

7ORK DONE AND TEST PROCEDURE 

Work done on the research problem during the school 

year, within the scope of this thesis, includes: 

(1) Setting up the experimental model boiler and 

equipping it with necessary measuring 

apparatus. 

(2) Construction of immersion heaters for test 

use (see Appendix A). 

(3) Construction and calibration of thermocouples 

for measuring temperature drop from heating 

surface to boiler solution (see Appendix B). 

(4) A study of the methods for determining 

solution concentration in order that a best 

method be found (see Appendix C). 

(5) The taking of data from some actual tests 

(see problem statement) for a range of sodium 

sulfate (Na2SO4) concentrations in water. 

Phases (1), (2), (3), and (4) of the work done are 

discussed in detail elsewhere in this paper and no further 

description will be necessary here. Actual test procedure 

will be explained at this point, however. 

At the beginning of each test, ten liters of solution 

of the required composition and concentration were placed 

in the boiler and that was closed except for a vent in the 

top of the condenser tube. Oven heaters and the immersion 
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heater were then set in operation and heat application was 

continued until the solution rcached a steaming point. This 

warming period required aDproximately two and one-half 

hours and readings viere taken only occasionally as thIs 

part of the run was not accorded much importance. At the 

conclusion of the warming period the solution was allowed 

to steam until all air had been driven from the 'ooiler 

through the vent. The vent was then closed with a pipe 

plug and pressure was allowed to rise above atmospheric. 

Readings were taken at approximate ten-mi.nute intervals 
throughout the period of pressure increase to the maximum 

pressure allowed. About four and one-half hours were 

required for the pressure to rise through the investigated 

range, from O to 250 pounds per square inch gage. differ- 
ent set of readings was recorded when using heaters 1, 2, 

and 3 than when using heater No. 4 because unlike temper- 

ature n3easuring systems were employed (see Chapter 2 and 

Appendix B). 

Readings taken while using heaters 1, 2, and 3, were: 

(a) Boiler gage pressure, pounds per square inch. 

(b) Oven temperature, degrees Fahrenheit. 

(e) EJ.F. of differential thermocouple, muli- 

volts. 
(d) Immersion heater input, watts. 

The pressure vessel was covered with approximately 

two inches of asbestos insulation. Nevertheless, oven air 
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temperature was at all times maintained as nearly equal to 

boiler solution temperature as was possible in order that 

heat transfer through the pressure vessel walls would be 

negligible. In order that this regulation of oven temper- 

ature could be effected, solution temperature was approxi- 

mated by readings from the steam tables. Temperatures 

corresponding to boiler pressure were assumed. This pro- 

cedure disregarded vapor pressure lowering due to salt in 

solution. The error oused by making this assumption was 

considered not large enough to be of ininortance as, first, 

a few degrees temperature difference between oven and 

solution temperature should not affect results of the test 

and, second, a check of solution temperature with a tnermo- 

couple indicated that values of temperature taken from 

the steam tables were roughly applicable to the solutions 

studied. 

Differential thermocouple readings were converted into 

values of temperature drop from 'ne:ting surface to boiler 

water by employing a calibration curve previously prepared 

in the laboratory. 

Immersion heater input was maintained at 900 watts for 

the major part of the study because large variations in 

line voltge of the electric power supply made it impossible 

to maintain, at all times, an input of 1000 watts, the 

usual heater rating. Readings at inputs other than 900 watts 

were obtained, but this phase of the problem was not 
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extensively studied and no large amount of data was 

taken. Some investigations were made however with an input 

of 450 watts in order that the general effect of heat 

input variation might be discovered. 

As previously stated, a few readings different from 

those described foregoing were taken when heater No. 4 was 

employed. ith that heater readings recorded were: 

(a) Boiler gage pressure, pounds per scuare inch. 

(b) Oven temperature, degrees Fahrenheit. 

(c) E.LJ.F. of solution thermocouple, millivolts. 

Cd) E.M.F. of heating surface thermocouple, 

millivolts. 

(e) Immersion heater input, watts. 

Heater and solution thermocouples used with heater No. 

4 were most carefully calibrated in the laborutory, and the 

matter of obtaining temperature difference between heating 

surface and boiler w.ter from observed data was merely one 

of subtraction, after calibration curves liad been prepared 

for the couples. 

iest results were, in all cases, expressed in the 

form of curves. Values of temperature drop from heating 

surfce to boiler water have been plotted as ordinates 

against values of boiler pressure as the independent 

variable. Separate curves apply to the different inmersion 

heater inputs and to different boiler solutions. 

The only salt solutions investigated this year -ziere 
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those made with sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and distilled water. 

Concentrations of this salt were varied from distilled 

water to a maximum of 120,000 parts per million. Actually 

no tests were run with pure distilled water because serious 

rusting would probably result were this done. To reduce 

rusting, 100 parts per million of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

were added to the distilled water runs. It was believed 

that the added alkalinity would somewhat retard excessive 

metal rusting and at the same tIme not greatly affect 

the readings obtained for distilled water, as the amount of 

sodium hydroxide in solution was very small. This amount 

of sodium hydroxide was present in all runs made, for the 

water of the distilled water runs was used to make up 

the solutions of sodium sulfate tested. In order that runs 

could be carried forward without unnecessary loss of 

salt and distilled water, ten liters of water (plus the 

100 parts per million of NaOli to prevent rusting) were 

usually tested first. Salt was then added to the solution 

for succeeding runs, causing the solution concentration 

to become increasingly greater. 

Designation of tests was according to a siriple 

system. A series of tests included all of the runs ruade 

with a certain filling of distilled water and its several 

salt :.uantities. 3ubsoripts were used, along with a serios 

number, to signify the particular run of that series. For 

instance, 3e denotes run "e" of the third series of tests. 
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Between trials the boiler was thoroughly cleaned by 

first circulting tap water through it for several hours 

and then removing the front pressure-vessel head and 

drying the inner surfaces with clean rags. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS Q WORK 

Vïork done this year with present equipment has led to 

a general knowledge of what additional apparatus and improve- 

ments are needed for carrying on the research study. The 

model boiler was found to be quite satisfactory for deter- 

mining the temperature difference factor but will ?robably 

not be satisfactory for determining variations in bolier 

efficiency with changes in solution concentration. 

Boiler heaters used were constant sources of trouble 

but a method of heater construction (see Appendix A) was 

finally devised which gave good results and had an additi3n- 

al advantage that heating elements could be replaced with- 

out disturbing other parts of the heiter. 

Thermocouple applications used this year were not 

altogether satisfactory. However, certain elements of 

construction were found successful and may prove of value 

in future work. It was found that a good thermocouple 

junction of large area could be made by either electro- 

plating a surface of one metal upon another (nickel vias 

electroplated directly on steel for heater No. 2 and on 

copper for heater No. 1) or by applying a layer of one 

metal on another with an acetylene welding torch (nickel 

was thus applied to steel for heater 3). Difficulty was 

experienced In attempting to electroplate nickel directly 

on steel (see Appendix B) but the process should be quite 
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easily carried out if a thin layer of copper is first 

plated on the steel. This layer of copper will not affect 

the thermocouple reading (6). 

Results of tests with the model boiler and with the 

several heaters in different aqueous solutions are shown 

by the curves in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Five series of 

tests were made by the writer, three viith heater 1:0. 1, 

one with heater 1o. 2, and one with heater No. 4. The 

heating element of heter No. 3 burned out before data 

could be obtained with that, and, because of the heater 

construction, rep&irs could not be bade. Since heater No. 4 

has been completed time has not been available, prior to 

the present writing, for more than two test runs. These 

constitute the fifth series. 

Solution concentration, heater used, power input of 

immersion heater to solution, and other pertinent data, 

are given on the curve sheets for each series. 

In order that results with different heaters m1gt be 

compared more closely, density of heat flow through 

heater surface has been calculated as well as possible for 

each heater. That was found to be as follo';s, for 900 watts 

input: 

Heater No. 1 26,630 B.t.u. per so. ft. per hr. 

Heater No. 2 13,400 B.t.u. per sq. ft. per hr. 

Heater No. 3 16,380 Bt.u. per sq. ft. per hr. 

Heater o. 4 ll,4O B.t.u. per sa. ft. per hr. 
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It is customary to rate a boiler on the basis that 

10 sçuare feet of heating surface under normal operating 

conditions are considered capable of evaporating 34.5 

pounds of water per hour from and at 212 degrees F. For 

comparison, percentage ratings of boiler heating surface 

were calculated for each heater. Results are as follows: 

Heater No. .ercentage Boiler RatLig 

1 '795 

2 400 

3 490 

4 339 

The foregoing boiler ratings are based on a heater input 

of 900 watts. 
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CONCLUS IONS 

La stated in the foregoing discussion, this research 
was carried on as a part of a larger effort. The general 
desire has been, as was also stated, discovery of the 
effect, if any, of boiler-water concentration on temper- 

ature drop from heating surface to boiler water. Study 
has been limited this year, in the work of the present 
writer, to certain investigations of sodium sulfate 
concentrations. Enough tests have been made to show 

considerable information useful at least in further studies, 
if not of certain direct practical value. Results 
obtained with each heater will be discussed separately, 
as each was equipped with a different teiperature riasuring 
device and somewhat different results were obtained with 
each. These have to be considered in relation to the means 
used for the determination, and are here so presented: 

Considerations of ?irst, Second, and Third Series of Runs 

(heater No. 1, copper-nickel differential thermocouple) 

An examination of graphically presented data for the 
first three series of test runs reveals certain indications. 
They are as follows: 

(a) Below 148 pounds to the square inch, gage 
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pressure, solution concentration does not seem to 

have a pronounced effect o: temperature drop from 

heating surface to boiler water. Average values of 

temperature drop obtained for distilled water belou 

148 pounds per square inch gage pressure check cuite 

closely the findings of Max Jacob (2). 

(b) At boiler pressures above 148 pounds, gage, 

concentrations greater thaii approxiLately 25,000 

parts to the million (depending on heating surf.ce 

condition) of Na2804 apparently cause a larger temper- 

ature drop than does cure distilled water. 

(c) At boiler pressures above 148 pounds, gage, 

concentrations less than approxìiiate1y .5,000 p.rts 

to the million (depending on heating surface condition) 

of Na2SO4 apparently cause a somewhat smaller temper- 

ature drop than does distilled water. 

(d) The data indicate that a critical point occurs 

at about 148 pounds gage pressure. Above this press:re 

solution concentration has a marked effect while below 

this pressure concentration is not so important for 

the solutions studied. That this critical point is due 

to a change in form of dissolved a2SO4 appears to be 

the most logical e:n1anation as work on solubility of 

Na2SO4 (7) has shown that a change in form does occur 

at approximately 148 pounds per s.uare inch, gage 

pressure. 
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(e) Data obtained from the second arid. third series 
or runs should check rainy closely for concentrations 
below 40,000 parts per million Na2SO4, as this range 
is covered by both series and both were made with 
same heater (No. 1) and with the same power input. It 
will be seen, however, that the second and third series 
of runs do not checic each other closely; a greater 
temperature drop is associated with a given solution 
strength in the third series than in the second. As 

test conditions for the two -runs were not ohnged by 

the operator it was thought that the heating surface, 
which had been exposed to the salt solution for several 
days between runs, had become corroded and that this 
corrosion was responsible for the observed difference 
in the temperature drop factor (2). This action of 
surface condition might be eliìAnated in future re- 
search 1f some standardized Irieans of conditioning and 
grading the surface could be adopted. it is apparent 
that surface condition is an Important phase of this 
study. 

(f) The effect of variation in heater inout, as 
shown by Figure 6, is not large for the heat input 
range investigìted. This result is checked by research 
on evaporation (2) which shows that a great change in 
temperature drop will not result from a corresponding 
change in heat input at the higher rates of heat 
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transfer out at low rates of heat transfer (below the 

range investigated in this work) a large change in 

temperature drop does result from a small change in 

input. 

The manner in which dissolved salt causes changes 

in temperature drop has not yet been determined. Considera- 

tion of the effect of conventional heat transfer as a runc- 

tion of Reyiiolds number, etc., does not indicate that there 

will be a pronounced Increase in temperature drop with 

increase in concentration (8). Two years ago, however, 

Professor Summers suggested a theory of soluble scale 

formation which might account for the increase in temper- 

ature difference. This theory is briefly restated as 

follows: 

"Imagine that during rapid steam formation at a 
boiler surface, a portion of the boiler plate is blanket- 
ed with steam bubbles. Within those bubbles, or on the 
surface of formation on which they have grown, are 
probably deposits of salt thrown out of solution by 
rapid evaporation of water from a very ioh, and non- 
uniformly, concentrated solution in contact with the 
heat transfer surface. Shut down and inspection of the 
boiler would disclose no such salt deposits, even though 
they might exist in appreciable thickness during steaming. 
Their existence would be in the nature of spotty deposits, 
first in one place and then in another, during steaming, 
or one might think or them as being formed and at the 
same time being dissolved in great numbers. If this 
theory is correct, you may expect to find the reduction 
of heat transfer at high concentrations more pronounced 
on those surfaces, or in those boilers, through which 
heat transfer is chiefly by convection." 

Considerations of Fourth Series of Runs 

(Heater No. 2) 
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Data for the fc*irth test series were obtained with a 

nickel-steel differential thermocouple and it is apparent 

that results are, perhaps, poor. However the "critical 

point" existing at a boiler pressure of approximately 148 

pounds gage is indicated by this series of runs and an 

increase in temperature drop is shown to result from an 

increase in concentration, for boiler pressures above 148 

pounds gage. These results correspond to results obtained 

with heater No. i fitted with a copper-nickel differextial 

thermocouple. 

rrors in the data of the fourth series are undoubtedly 

caused by an improper calibration of the differential 

thermocouple. The calibration curve was prepared with a 

cold. junction temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit, whereas 

in actual operation the cold junction (or solution thernio- 

couple) reached a temperature in excess of 400 degrees 

Fahrenheit. A possible difference in composition of the 

steel at the two junctions cild cause oonsider.ble error 

in readings under these conditions. 

As the copper-nickel differential thermocouple ol' 

heater No. 1 was calibrated in this same manner the accuracy 

of the first, second, and third series data may be questioned, 

although the results should be relatively correct. 

Considerations of Fifth Series of Runs 

(Heater io. 4) 
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The data for the fifth series of tests were obtained 

with two carefully calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouples, 

one welded into the heating surface of heater io. 4 and the 

other placed in a thermocouple well in the solution. The 

thermocouple junction for measuring heating surface temper- 

ature was welded into the surface from the inside as explain- 

ed in Appendix B. Leads from this junction were brought 

out through insulators inside the heater tube in order that 

they would not be in contact with the solution at any point. 

Tiis was done so that readings would be free of any effects 

of solution upon the leads, such as electrical leakage and 

tendency of solutioiî to build up a potential between leads 

as in a voltaic cell. similiarly, the junction of the solu- 

tien thermocouple was welded into the surface of a metal 

thermocouple well and its leads were not in contact with 

the boiler water. The major objection to this temperature 

measuring system is that it measures only a spot temper- 

ature on the heating surface whereas the hot junction used 

with the differential thermocouples consisted. of large 

areas of plated-on or welded-on metal. If seam bubbles 

are forming rapidly at different spots over a large area, 

there ay be a considerable variation in temperature of 

heating surface temperature over that area, arid, the 

temperture of a given point may also fluctuate as bubbles 

form. If a single spot theriocouple is used. the reading 

obtained is not liable to be as representative as 1f the 
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thermocouple junction is made to include a large area. 

The data obtained for the distilled water run check 

fairly well with results from the first, second, and third 

series, but run 
5b does not check data obtained with a 

corresoonding concentration when heater o. i was used in 

run No conclusions can be bsed on results of series 5, 

as not sufficient tests wex conipleted to check the data 

obtained. 

Summary of Conclusions 

(L) Work described herein was of a pioneering nature 

in an unexplored field and provisions were not made ior 

extremely accurate measurments, prior to a determination 

of some general approximations. It has been hoped that more 

or less general knowledge could be obtained and that the 

results thereof would furnish a basis for more accurate and 

more definite won: to be carried on later. 1any difficulties 

were encountered, however, and even generai accuracy of 

results has not been definitely established. L.nch labor has 

gone to a preliminary investigation of methods. 

(B) Tentative results of inve3tigations of Na2SO4 concentra- 

tions are: 

(i) An indicated "critical point" probably caused 

by change in the form of Na2SO4 occurring at about 148 

pounds gage pressure, in boilers 

(2) The apparent finding that for pressures below 
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148 pounds gage, concentrations of Na2SO4 investigted 

have little effect, while at pressures greater than 148 

pounds gage they may have pronounced effect. For 

pressures above 148 pounds gage, concentrations great 

than approximately 25,000 parts per million (depending 

on surface condition) have appeared to cause an 

increase in temperature differential while concentra- 

tions less than that have appeared to cause even a 

decrease in temperature drop. 

(C) when this research is continued, or in correlating it 

with other related studies, two major prob1em should be 

seriously weighed before more data are obtained. First, 

major difficulties thus far have been with temperature 

measuring apparatus. n accurate and reliable means of 

measuring temperure drop from heating surface to boiler 

water should be devised and proven. Jecond, the condition 

of heating surface apparently as a large effect on results 

obtained. A method of conditioning and grading heating sur- 

face should be est.blished and coordinated with the temper- 

ature measuring means employed. 
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IkION IA'R CONSTRUCTION 

The problem of iìnmersioia heater construction is inter- 

related with that of design and construction of temperature 

measuring systems for determining temperature drop from 

heating surface to boiler water. This is true because the 

heater and the surface-temperature measuring aoparatus must 

be built in one unit. In order to better explain each, 

however, problems of the two will be presented separately. 

Heater construction is discussed in this .ppendix and 

temperature measuring systems are dealt with in Appendix B. 

It was originally the desire to obtain experimental 

data with rates of heat transfer through the heating sur- 

face aoproximstely equal to those found in actual boilers. 

The average modern boiler was arbitrarily assumed to 

operate at outputs ranging to about 900 per cent rating, 

which corresponds to a heat flow through the heating sur- 

tace of approximately 30,000 British thermal units per 

square foot per hour. Calculations were made to show that 

a heater of 1 kilowatt capacity vould have 16.4 square 

inches of heating surface to produce he indicated heat 

emission density. 

standard General Electric immersion heater (heater 

No. 1, Figure 10) of the hairpin type was obtained and, 

as elsewhere stated, was used for the first three series 

of tests. This heater had a heating surface area ol' 16.6 



No.1 No.2 

IMMERSION LRS 

Figure 10 

No.4 
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square inches, practically the amount desired. However, the 
heating tube of this heater was made of copper, a material 
not satisfactory for contact with caustic solutions. Under 
conditions of high temperature, copper would be severely 
attacked by the caustic solutions and the heating surface 
would become badly corroded. As ieating surface condition 
has a large effect on results obtained it was desired to 
have a heating surface of either nickel or steel. Pure 
nickel was favored as it is not easily corroded and 

has certain advantages for installation of tenaoerature 
measuring devices (plating on thermocouples). However a 

nickel tube of the recuired size and shape was not readily 
available so a steel tube was used. As steel is ordinarily 
the metal used for boiler construction, however, perhaps 
the choice was a good one. 

Instead of building a heater of the hairpin type, as 
was heater No. 1, plans wore made for building one of the 
"cat-tail" type (see heater No. 2, Figure 10). The problen 
of construction of a heaar of 1 kilowatt capacity with 
only 16.4 square inches of heating surface was very diffi- 
cult as the heating element necessarily used was composad 

of 27.8 feet of 18 gage Chromel "A" resistance wire wound 

in the form of a helix, a rather bulky element. Gage 20 

heating element wire cald have been used, had it been 

:vailab1e, and only 17.8 feet would have been necessary. 
The problem wxld have been greatly simplified with this 
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smaller wire and in future construction this is the kind 

that will probably be most adaptable. 

By varying heat input during tests with the com- 

mercial heater No. 1 it was found that representative 

results could be obtained with a smaller Input, the 

only difference being that a small percentage decrease 

was found in the terrerature drop values obtained. Because 

this was the case, it was decided to increase the amount 

of heating surface of the proposed heater and make 

construction simpler. 

A satisfactory steel cased heater (No. 2) of 33 square 

inches of heating surface was finally completed. It was 

made as follows: A 12 inch length of 3/4-inch steel pipe 

was fitted into a pipe bushing to form the body of the 

heater as shown in Figure 10. A cap was then welded over 

the free end of the pipe to make the heater a closed 

thimble capable of :reventing solution under pressure from 

escaing to the outside of the boiler. The assembly was 

centered on a lathe and the pipe was turned to a smooth 

bright surface. The resistance element wire was wound 

in the form of a helix approximately 9/32 inch in outside 

diameter and 11 inches in length. As leads of the element 

were to be attached at the outer end of the helix, a 1/8-itoh 

steel rod was run through the center of the coil and 

welded to the heating element wire to make contact with 

the inner end. rflhe steel rod was Insulated from the coil 
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by refractory insulators. The entire heating element was 

held in position and insulated from the heater body by 

alundum cement. Some difficulty was experienced at first 

in placing a stiff mix of this cement in the heater but 

it was found that filling was easily accoinolished through 

application to the case to a concrete vibrator. During 

the olacing of the cement, the heating element was spaced 

from the closed end of the heater tube by mica disks 

and cas centered i the tube by n and. Aiter being placed 

in position, the cement was dried in an oven at 230 degrees 

F. for about 20 hours, and was then furthr dried by 

operating the heater at a low input for several hours. 

The heating element of heater No. 2 may be removed, 

for repairs or replaceirnt, by holding the heater in a 

vertical position with the closed end up and tapping 

with a hammer. Of course, it is necessary to re-cement 

the element in position when replacing it. 

Heater No. 4 '.':as built simili:rl: to No. 2 except 

that a 15 inch length of 3/4-inoh steel pipe was used 

for the heating surface and the heating coil was stretched 

to a length of about 12 inches. Also, insuLated thero- 

couple leads weit brought out through the inside of the 

heater tube, the thermocouple junction being welded into 

the heating surface. 



TPEBATURE MEASUR ING SYSTEMS 
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ERAf tIRE MEASUR ING SYS niEv 

Surface temperatures of condenser tubes or boiler 

tubes have been measured by the following mcthods: 

(a) By thermocouples welded, stiver soldered, 

electro-plated, or peened to the heat transferring 

surface. 

(b) By resistance thermometers embedded in the 

surface. 

(c) By measurement of electrical resistance of 

a given section of the heating surface itself and 

correlation of that resistanoe with temperature. 

Each method has certain advantages and disadvantges. 

Thermocouples, whether welded, electroplated, peened, or 

silver soldered to a surface must have leads coming awa 

from that surface, and these leads may effect steam 

bubble formation or may conduct het into the boiler wter 

causing a change in temperature of the oint where the 

thermocouple is applied. Also, uhiess the junotion covers 

a large area, spot temperatures instead of avrge values 

may be recorded. The chief advantage of thermocouples is 

their ease aI' construction. 

Resistance thermometers are valuable for accurate 

work but difficult of installation in boiler heating sur- 

face. unce constructed and calibrated, however, they 

should provide a reliable nans of measuring heating 

surface temperature. 



The method of measuring the resistance of the tube 

itself is little applied to the case under consideration. 

Salt solution conductance would act in parallel with thut 

of the tube and interpretation of results would be diffi- 

cult. The method has possibilities, however. 

It was decided to use thermocouples for temperature 

measurement for research this year. Time was limited and 

rapid construction of thermocouples was possible, and 

the equipment was simpler than for the other methods. 

Heater 1o. i was the first to be fitted with a temper- 

ature measuring device. For measuring surface temperature 

a nickel wire was plated onto the copper surface forming, 

on the heater, a nickel-copper junction. i large area of 

nickel (about l-1/2 square inches) was plated on in 

order that average temperature values and not 

spot temperatures would be :;easurec. it another point on 

the copper heating surface, a copper wire was silver solder- 

ed to the surface. 2his copper wire and the nickel wire 

formed the leads from the juncti.n. 

Solution temperature, for use in connection with 

readings of surfce temperature of heater No. 1, was meas- 

ured with a second nickel-copper thermocouple placed 

aporoximately i inch from the heSter surface and shielded 

from direct radiation by a thin metal sheet. This couple 

was connected differentially with the first in Drder that 

readings of temperature difference might be obtaired 
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directly. Leads from this differential system of thermo- 

couples were carried to the outside of the boiler through 

tvo insulated bolts running through the pipe bushing on 

the heater. Heater No. i is shown in Figure 10 without 

the temperature measuring thermocouples attached. Heater 

No. 2 is shown equipped with a differential thermocouple 

system, however, which is lriost the sume as that used for 

heater No. 1. The only differences were, first, nickel-steel 

couples were used instead of nickel-copper cou les (because 

heating surface ws steel), nd second, instead of having 

a plated-on heating surface junction, heater No. 2 had a 

welded-on junction. A reducing flame and flux v;as used, 

when welding, to prevent the oxidation of nickel when 

melted. The finished junction was turned down in a lathe 

to an even smooth layer of nickel and presented an area of 

about l-1/2 soure inches. 

Calibration of the differential thermocouple ,as effect- 

ed by placing the o1ution couple in one beaker of water 

and the heater and surface couple in another beaker of 

water. Solution couple tenerature was held at 80 degrees 

F. while the temperature of the heater junction was in- 

creased to 212 degrees F. Readings of temperature differ- 

ence and of differential thermocouple poentia1 were 

recorded at frequent intervals in order that data might be 

obtained for the relation of temperature difference to 

differential thermocouple îotential. 
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couple simular to that of heater o. 2 with the exception 
that nickel was plated on the steel heating surface instead 
of being placed on with a welding torch. The olated-on 
nickel did not remain attached to the steel very well but 
that trouble was expected, in some measure, siiice no copper 
under plating was used. 

Heater No. 4 was equipped with a chromel-alumel wire 
thermocouple for measuring heating surface temperature. 
A small hole was drilled in the heating tube and the cnromel- 
alumel wire junction was pushed through from the inside. 
The flame of an acetylene torch was then used to weld 

the h;ating surface and the junction together and to 
close the opening in the heater case. After welding, the 
tube was smoothed with a file to givt a uniform surface. 
The thermocouple leads were strung through small rtfraotory 
insulators and brought between the heting element and tube 
wall to the outside of the boiler. Heater No. 4 and the 
thermocouple leads are shown in Figure 10. A separxte 
chroniel-alumel thermocouple was used for measuring solution 
temperature (see Figure 11) when heater Ìo. 4 was used. 

The two chromel-alumel thermocouples were calibr.ted 
in an actual boiler test on distilled wter. At regular 
periods, immersln heater in2Ut was reLiuced to zero so 

that the he. ting surface would assume the temperature of 
the distilled water. Gage pressures were read and corre- 
sponding distilled water temperatures were taken from steam 
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tables. riere temperatures were then plotted against solu- 

tian thermocouple and heating surface thermocouple poten- 

tials to obtain calibration curves. The two thermocouples 

were made of wire from the saine coils and their calibrtions 

were identical. 
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SOLUTION THERMOC OUPLE 

FIgure 11 
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IASIJREMENT 0 SOLUTflON CONCENTRATION 

Sodium sulfate used for making solutions was of the 
technical grade obtained in 400 pound barrels for conmier- 

ciel boiler-water control. Because the amount of hydration 
of the salt was not knoivn, it was necessry to test each 
solution made to determine actual concentration. Average 
findings indicated that the salt existed in an almost 
completely dehydrated form. Methods experimented with for 
determining solution concentration were as follows: 

(a) Specific gravity of the solution was deter- 
mined with a Nalco hydrometer and sodium sulfate con- 

centration was read directly from a calibration chart 
supplied 'ith that hydrometer. This method did not 
appear to give correct results and was not applied in 
the actual test work. 

(b) A chemical method of analysis by benzidine 
titration was tried. It was a rapid nd an apparently 
accurate method but, because some doubt existed as to 
the exact strength of some of the Lboratory reagents 
used this method was considered applicable only for 
rough checking. 

(c) Specific gravity of the solution was mesured 
with a specific gravity bottle and values of corre- 

sponding ia2SO4 concentration were obtained from 

tables in a handbook of physics and chemistry. Tuis 
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method reculred more time than the others but was the 

one used, because of its accuracy. 

(f) An electric concentration meter, loaned by 

the National Aluminate Corporation, was used to obtain 

approximate values of solution conoentration prior to 

application of method (c). It provided a very rapid 

means of determining Na2SO4 concentration, after 

being calibrated for that salt. 
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